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In 2016, the MSCPA Legacy Foundation started seeing our
dreams take shape. We’ve been growing this Foundation since
2010 and already the tree is bearing fruit.
Thanks to the great support of our members, we’ve captured
the interest and attention of students by offering scholarships to our Annual Conference. The goal was to get the next
generation of CPAs to be involved. With just two years of this
scholarship support, students already account for 25% of the
attendance at the annual conference, and not only are they
networking, they are realizing Montana is a great place to have
a career.
We believe strongly that our future lies in developing the leadership talent of our young professionals and we were happy to
support Bozeman member, Austin Schuerg, when he was invited to participate in the exclusive AICPA Leadership Academy
(see his story below). He’s a great representation of a young
leader and he continues the impact Montana is having on the
national level.

We want to hear from you about other possibilities for the
Legacy’s future. What ways do YOU want to see the Legacy
Foundation support accounting in Montana? (do we want to
add a survey to the Legacy page of the website for people to
contribute ideas?)
As we near the end of 2016, we ask you to remember the
Legacy Foundation in your year-end giving. Please consider
giving back to the profession that has helped each of us build
our careers.
Thank you for your support
THE LEGACY FOUNDATION COUNCIL
Ron Yates, Chair–Eide Bailly, Billings
Dr. Teresa Beed–University of Montana, Missoula
George Campanella–JCCS, Great Falls
Ann Deegan–Summers McNea, Billings
Walter Kero–Kero, Byington & Associates, Missoula
Clem Lockman–Randall & Peterson, Missoula
Susan Mateel–Retired, Billings
Kyla Quintero–Anderson ZurMuehlen, Bozeman
Gordy Thompson–Anderson ZurMuehlen, Havre
Richard Wiens–CHMS, Glasgow

Donate online at
mscpa.org/about/legacy_foundation

Developing Leaders by Austin Schuerg, Simms Fishing Products, Bozeman

MSCPA Young Professional Board Member
I recently had the honor of representing Montana at the AICPA’s Leadership Academy (LA), thanks to the MSCPA Legacy
Foundation. This four-day intensive program was designed to engage young professionals in a self-examination of leadership, what that means and how that impacts
their personal life and career path. The program itself consisted of 38 young CPAs
from around the country with very diverse backgrounds.
Prior to the academy, the first step was identifying each of our own leadership
strengths. LA utilized the book Strengths Based Leadership by Tom Rath which was
accompanied by a Clifton’s Stengthsfinder assessment. I always had an idea of where
my leadership strengths lie, but this assessment really cemented that for me and
pushed me to begin identifying how to leverage those in my daily professional and
Barry Melancon | Austin Schuerg | Tim Christen personal life.
				
One of the highlights for me from the week was interacting with Barry Melancon, President of the AICPA. We had the opportunity to have a two-hour Q&A session with Barry and learned about his career path as well as where he sees the profession
heading. He is truly an inspiring leader and the insights he provided were amazing.
The three takeaways for me from this program are self-awareness of my own strengths, awareness of what drives other’s motivation and that leadership is facilitation. I would highly recommend it to any young professional in the accounting industry
who is looking to either take, or position themselves to take, that next step in their career. A special thank you to the Legacy
Foundation and the MSCPA for their support of my attendance to the Leadership Academy. I feel it was game-changer for me
and I hope to assist and give back to the profession here in Montana as much as I can.

Success Stories
In 2015 the Legacy Foundation provided 10 scholarships for MSCPA student members to attend the Annual Conference. This
was so successful and so well received, we provided an additional 10 scholarships in 2016. Word got around and other institutions started supporting students attendance and 24 students came to the 103rd Annual Conference in Fairmont this year!
The Annual Conference is an opportunity for students to experience their future, to network and learn like a CPA. The experience was so positive that one student shared:

“I was on the fence about whether to stay in Montana or pursue a career with a Big 4
firm after graduation. After attending the conference last summer I knew Montana
would be the place for me to start my career. The conference showed me the great
opportunities and the amazing professional community staying and working in Montana
would offer me.”
–Perri Taylor, UM Student.
We know that with your help we can have more success stories just like this one. In 2017, the Legacy Foundation will provide
20 student scholarships to the 104th Annual Conference AND 5 educator scholarships. Building these relationships is how
we grow our success. If we can persuade Montana students to build a career in state all of us will benefit.

Donate online at mscpa.org/about/legacy_foundation

Fundraising Fun
Lana Kadoshnikov

Each year at the Annual Conference we ask our
members to support the Legacy Foundation, and
oh, the fun we have raising money! Thank you to
everyone who played our “Cover Up” game and
helped us to raise nearly $10,000!
Jake Carter

Angela Dose

Clem Lockman

George
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&
Bill Schrock

Honor a Special CPA

The Legacy Tree offers a special way to celebrate those people who have influenced our
lives so greatly. Honor the career, life or accomplishments of that exceptional person with
a plaque on the Legacy Tree.
A $2,500 cummulative donation will provide a tribute plaque that includes the name
and photo of the honoree. The $2,500 level can be donated by multiple people or an
organization or a combination of the two.
The Legacy Tree is an wall sculpture in the MSCPA office in Helena. As our
donations grow the tree is filled with beautiful leaves, fruit and birds in
different colors. Each leaf, bird and apple is inscribed with the names of
donors who have reach the levels shown on the next page of this
publication. The tribute plaques will be placed between the branches,
framed by the generosity of our members.

Donate online at mscpa.org/about/legacy_foundation

Individual Donors
Leadership Level $10,000+ Our newest category of donors
Legacy Level $4,000 - $9,999 Represented by a GOLD LEAF on our Legacy Tree
Denis Adams				George Campanella
Marilyn & Ed Bartlett			
Tony & Mary DiLello
Timothy J. Bartz				
Ron & Amy Yates
Gary B. Carlson		
					
Legend Level $2,001 - $3,999 Represented by a COPPER LEAF on our Legacy Tree
Teresa Beed				Dave Sather
Darrell E. Ehrlick				
Ryan Screnar
Clem & Jaime Lockman			
Joe & Cherie Shevlin
Jim Galipeau				
Everit & Nikki Sliter
Dwaine & Barbara Iverson			
Ron Taylor
Walter J. & Patty M. Kero			
Gordy & Denise Thompson
Dave Ottolino
Rick & Carrie Reisig
			
Benefactor Level $ 500 - $2,000 Represented by a SILVER LEAF on our Legacy Tree
Ken Armstrong
Dave Hergesheimer
Gary Staudinger
James Bell
Annette Hill
John Steinhoff
Diane Boyett
Vern Hoven
Todd Timboe
Robert E. Bronson
Linda Hurlock
Vickie Tischendorf
Cheri Burns
Kurt Ingold
Conne Voth
Brenda L. Byrnes
Cody Jackson
Dan Vuckovich
Sue Casey
John W. Jacobsen
Shirley Warehime
Maria Christiaens
Carrie Jensen
Lois Washburn
Robert Chrysler
Janet Kirk
Richard Wiens
Tracy Dangerfield
Don Kisler
Jim Woy
Ann Deegan
Julie Kostelecky
Gary Demaree
Jerry Lehman
Leonard Deppmeier
Gary McDermott
Tana Doyle
Melvin McFetridge
Stan Duffner
Melvin McNea
Jane Egan
Michelle Palmer
Darrell E. Ehrlick
Stone Paulson
Dan Eigeman
Judy Paynter
Ellen Feaver
Austin Schuerg
Marca Gibson
Larry Simpson
Rich Gunlikson
Jim Smrcka
Ronald Hecht
Ellen Solem
Josh Herbold

Donate online at mscpa.org/about/legacy_foundation

Corporate Donors
Leadership Level $25,000+ Our newest category of donors
JoAnn & Eldon Kuhns Trust
Legacy Level $10,000 - $24,999 Represented by a SILVER BIRD on our Legacy Tree
Anderson ZurMuehlen & Co., PC
Junkermier Clark Campanella & Stevens
Legend Level $5,001 - 9,999 Represented by a GOLD APPLE on our Legacy Tree
Eide Bailly, LLP
Montana Society of CPAs
Benefactor Level $ 500 - $5,000 Represented by a BRONZE LEAF on our Legacy Tree
Big Sky Estate Planning Council		
Golden Triangle Chapter of CPAs
CHMS, PC				
Grabofsky VanHeel & Funderburk, PC
Chrysler & Gordon CPAs, PPLC		
Joseph Eve
First Montana Bank			
MT Association of CPAs
Flathead Chapter of CPAs			
Newland & Company
Wipfli LLP					
Summers, McNea & Company, PC

A Growing Legacy

MSCPA’s Legacy Foundation, our 501(c)3, was
founded in 2010 to promote the future of the
profession and bring opportunities to today’s
CPAs.
Bank Balance
January 31, 2011
January 31, 2012
January 31, 2013
January 31, 2014
January 31, 2015
January 31, 2016

$ 20,019.40
$ 59,062.13
$ 97,007.66
$110,431.63
$134,169.07
$144,976.76

Total deposits this fiscal year $ 14,302.89
Expenditures this fiscal year

Donate online at
mscpa.org/about/legacy_foundation

